
STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Despite assurances of safety from health o3cials, it’s what the long-term effects of COVID-19

shots will be. Spike proteins from the shots can circulate in your body after injection, causing

damage to cells, tissues and organs. “Spike protein is a deadly protein,” Dr. Peter McCullough, an

internist, cardiologist and trained epidemiologist, said.

Experimental and observational evidence show that the human immune response to COVID-19

shots is very different than the response induced by exposure to SARS-CoV-2, and people who’ve

received COVID-19 shots may have damage to their innate immune system that’s leading to a

form of vaccine acquired immunodePciency syndrome (VAIDS), due to the impairment in

interferon signaling.

Further, likely due to monocyte activation by the spike protein from the vaccine, some people who

have received COVID-19 shots experience a range of debilitating symptoms similar to those

found in long haul COVID-19 syndrome, such as headaches, fatigue, cognitive dysfunction, joint

pain and chest pain.

For some, however, the shot’s adverse effects occur quickly, resulting in life-changing debilitation.

You can see 10 powerful examples below, ranging from deaths to lives upended due to illogical

quarantine rules that illustrate the absurdity of COVID-19 tyranny.

These are real people with real stories to share, and the more people who see them, the more

awareness can grow to provide those who survived with the help and medical care they deserve

— while warning others of the potentially deadly consequences of COVID-19 injections.

If you Pnd these stories helpful and motivating then I would encourage you to visit our breaking

news blog on our site as this is where the stories below were initially posted. The blog posts stay

up continuously and are not removed after 48 hours.

10 People Whose Lives Changed After COVID-19 Shots

1. Jim Ashby — Learning to Walk Again

Ashby was forced to get a COVID-19 shot by December 3, 2021, or his employer would

consider him “voluntarily resigned.” Eight days after receiving the PPzer jab, he had a major

hemorrhagic stroke.

He’s been in rehab since October 2021, suffering from complete paralysis on the left side of

his body. He still has a long way to go in recovery, and still can’t feel or use his left arm or

walk without assistance. His rehab is excruciatingly painful, he says, and he spends up to six

hours a day learning how to walk again.

What’s worse, his employer isn’t covering the medical bills for the costs of this stroke. “My

life has been totally changed, all because of the vaccine mandate … my old life is dead,” he

says, “and I have started my new life as a paraplegic.”

2. Athletes Collapsing and Dying

Healthy athletes around the world are dying of heart attacks and strokes. The numbers are

exploding, with athletes suffering neurological problems, too. What’s happened in the last six

months to a year that’s different? Is there anything in common that’s changed that hooks all

these athletes together? They all have had COVID-19 shots. Among them:

Abou Ali, 22-year-old football (soccer) player, who suffered from cardiac arrest in

Denmark on September 11, 2021

Caddy Alberto Olguin collapsed and died from a heart attack on the golf course on

October 9, 2021

30-year-old Venezuelan marathon champion Alexaida Guedez, 30, died of a heart attack

during a 5,000-meter race on August 22, 2021

Andrea AstolP, 45, sports director of Calcio Orsago in Italy, died of a heart attack on

September 11, 2021 after returning from training

Ava Azzopardi, 14, collapsed on a soccer Peld in the U.S. on October 15, 2021, suffering

from cardiac arrest; she had to be put in a medically induced coma to survive

3. Dr. Neil Singh Dhalla, Died From Myocarditis

Dr. Neil Singh Dhalla fell asleep four days after he got a COVID-19 booster shot — and died

from a heart attack. The autopsy stated myocarditis — infammation of the heart muscle

that’s a recognized adverse effect of mRNA COVID-19 shots.  A CEO of a major health clinic,

he was only 48 years old and had never had heart problems in his life.

4. Faith Ranson, 16-Year-Old Plagued by Convulsions and Tics

A happy, healthy 16-year-old girl in Australia who got the PPzer COVID-19 shot is now

crippled with convulsions, persistent nausea and visible tics. The problems began three

days after her second shot and have been ongoing for months. Health o3cials actually

admitted “there is no question Faith has had a delayed reaction to the second PPzer

vaccination” and is suffering adverse reactions from the shot. Her story even made it to

mainstream news.

5. Nurse With COVID Told to Go Back to Work

In this video, a “triple vaxxed” nurse from New York explains how she tested positive for

COVID-19, and her employer told her to come back to work even though she hadn’t been in

quarantine for Pve days — against CDC recommendations.

Since she was asymptomatic, she was cleared to go to back to work in a health care setting,

but told she still had to quarantine in all other aspects of her life. In short, she can go to

work to care for patients while actively positive for COVID-19, but she can’t go to a grocery

store or a gas station. Not to mention, her kids were quarantined for 10 days, but she was

expected to go back to work in less than Pve.

6. Stroke-Like Symptoms in a Healthy Woman

Complaints of neurological problems and stroke-like reactions continue to pile up.

Immediately after receiving the AstraZeneca COVID-19 shot, this previously healthy woman

experienced headaches and dizziness and blacked out “a few times.”

Within days, she started experiencing numbness to the point that she couldn’t stand up.

Eight days later, she’s in the hospital with loss of feeling in her left arm, left leg and face. She

states that 19 women were brought in to her hospital ward with the same symptoms over

the span of one weekend.

7. Two Teenage Boys Die From Myocarditis in Their Sleep

Epidemiologists have conPrmed that two teenage boys from different U.S. states died in

their sleep of myocarditis days after getting the PPzer shot. Both had received second doses

of the shot, and McCullough said that in his view, the shots led to the deaths of the

teenagers. In a study that examined the autopsy Pndings, it’s reported that the “myocarditis”

described in the boys’ deaths is “not typical myocarditis pathology”:

“The myocardial injury seen in these post-vaccine hearts is different from typical

myocarditis and has an appearance most closely resembling a catecholamine-

mediated stress (toxic) cardiomyopathy. Understanding that these instances are

different from typical myocarditis and that cytokine storm has a known feedback

loop with catecholamines may help guide screening and therapy.”

8. 59-Year-Old Woman Dies Hours After Shot

A 59-year-old front line health care worker in the U.K. took the COVID-19 shot and died a few

hours later. In the video, her acquaintance states, “Now I know it’s a given the vaccine’s

going to have some casualties — but people are threatened they are going to lose their jobs

if they don’t take it … You have the right to take that risk, but you should have the right to

refuse it as well — without jeopardizing your job or your freedom of entry or freedom from

discrimination.”

9. Vaccine Advocate Nearly Goes Blind

The man in this video describes himself as a believer in “science” and a “vaccine advocate,”

but this didn’t spare him from the shot’s adverse effects. Five days after his Prst PPzer

COVID-19 shot, he started having blurry vision in his left eye. Within three days, he had lost

60% of his vision in that eye.

After several medical examinations, doctors, optometrists and retina specialists diagnosed

him with central serous retinopathy (CSR), in which a small vein ruptured, leading fuid to

accumulate under the retina, causing retinal detachment and partial blindness.

Other cases of CSR have also been reported following COVID-19 shots, he says, and in a

case report published in the American Journal of Ophthalmology it’s stated, “Acute CSR may

be temporally associated with mRNA Covid-19 immunization.”  The man’s doctor told him

that the risk of getting additional COVID-19 shots outweighs the potential benePt for him

and tried to help him get an o3cial exemption from further shots, but it was denied. He

states:

“I have been deprived of my human rights as a citizen … I try to gather all my

strength so many times during the past few months to just go and receive my

second dose in order to follow the laws.

But the fact that the science says there is an above-average chance that I may lose

more of my sight has driven me to anxiety attacks, night terrors and disabling

depression … This is a direct violation of my constitutional rights as a citizen and a

human being.”

10. Young Woman Suffers From Seizures, Nearly Dies

Beginning her story by stressing she is NOT anti-vaccine or pro-conspiracy theory, this young

woman describes what happened to her after she received a Moderna COVID-19 shot, which

she decided to get so she and her husband could join some friends on a cruise.

The day after the shot she started feeling “weird,” delirious and “disassociated from herself,”

she says. Soon after, she blacked out in the bathroom, and when her husband tried to revive

her, she began seizing. She had three seizures between the time her husband called 911 and

when the ambulance got her to the hospital.

She was intubated and suffered other severe effects, she says. She spent days in the

hospital and is now taking anti-seizure medication, while living with ongoing anxiety about

her near-death experience, which she believes was caused by the shot. “Go out there and do

your research so you can make an informed decision,” she says. “Because you don’t want to

put something in your body that could potentially harm you.”

Let Your Voice Be Heard

If you or a loved one has been injured by a COVID-19 shot, I will help you share your testimony.

Vaccine mandates have led to injuries, devastation and deaths — while the brainwashing “get

your vaccine now” campaign is being used to divide and conquer. One spark is all that is required

to start a Pre. There is a revolution building — a revolution for freedom to live your life without

medical mandates or dictators calling the shots.

Please share your story with us, and encourage others you know who have a story to share theirs.

It’s never been more important than now, for you and your family, to take control of your health.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!
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Some people who have received COVID-19 shots experience a range of debilitating

symptoms or death
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Healthy teenagers, athletes and doctors are among those who have died within

hours or days of receiving COVID-19 shots
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Others have experienced stroke-like symptoms, paralysis, tics, partial blindness and

seizures following the shots
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Increasing numbers of people are becoming compelled to speak out and share their stories of how COVID-19 shots altered their lives&
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FAMILIES WHO SUFFER THE DECEPTION OF A PLANNED GENOCIDE, crimes against humanity that are now being exposed by the Grand

Jury and contemplate how the virus was created to cause death, damage and an economic crisis that serves the Great Reset. It is about

creating misinformation by subjecting the media to the deep state. Minds are easily fooled because they have been hypnotized, they

don't think. They are gripped by fear. The moral, ethical and spiritual values that sustain the existence of a healthy society are being

undermined by deception and intellectual laziness. THE TESTIMONIALS PROJECT was created to provide a platform for all those who

were affected after receiving covid-19 vaccines, and to ensure that their voices are heard, as they are not heard in the Israeli media.

www.vaxtestimonies.org/en  (2022)

An Australian mother calls for better parenting advice and long-term health studies on mRNA vaccines against COVID-19 after her

12-year-old son was hospitalized with life-threatening pericarditis within hours of receiving the injection.

www.theepochtimes.com/mother-calls-for-better-risk-advisory-around-mrn..  (03/23/2022) THE CRIME COMMITTED AGAINST

CHILDREN IS INCREASING. Despite the serious damage to children who are not at risk of covis except for serious previous pathologies,

now Moderna will also seek authorization for COVID vaccines for children despite not having proven e3cacy against Omicron.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/moderna-authorization-covid-shots-..  (03/23/2022)
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Dr. Robert Malone, internationally recognized scientist/physician and inventor of the mRNA vaccine core technology platform,

and Dr. Ryan Cole, pathologist and CEO and Medical Director of Cole Diagnostics, Pght to save children from Harmful effects of

Covid vaccines. The two medical experts appeared at four sold-out One Washington events. The organizer of the event is a

nonproPt organization that is helping to equip parents, legislators and activists to counter moves by the state Board of Health to

add the Covid vaccine to the required vaccinations for public school children. .

rairfoundation.com/doctors-sound-alarm-covid-vaccines-are-killing-chil..  (03/20/2022)
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Yes, Gui, & the manufactured fear is being used for more than thou must get the Jab/s. We are hard pressed to Pnd even a small

sliver of nearly anyone's life not affected in negative ways whether we've had a Jab/s or not. The disease of Jab/s negatives

reach far outside our bodies. The negatives affecting our youth will very likely be reaching for who knows how long into the

future. It is often said the young are our future. How much of a future can there be when those who we would normally think of as

the healthiest, are already damaged from decades of health destroying toxins just dumped into the environment, in our foods, or

directly into bodies? When athletes most would reasonably expect to be in peak condition drop like fies exposed to DDT, does

not bode well.

One would hope at some point, (& soon,) the thought would penetrate even those minds captured by manufactured fear - Why Do

Those Un-Jabbed Have To be Jabbed to Protect Those Already Jabbed? Especially when the early returns on the negatives to

those who have been Jabbed steadily rise. A situation already seen & of concern to many with the regular vax's. The intense,

dramatic rise in autoimmune disease in the young, climbing year after year does not create much of a future. It all appears the

WEF satanic designs have been in place to long have created soft kill conditions so this clot shot can cause the crippling

conditions to make resistance to Predator$ extremely hard to say the least.
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"Why Do Those Un-Jabbed Have To be Jabbed to Protect Those Already Jabbed?". Only in the Twilight Zone, Steve!
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Randy, I don't think the Twilight Zone got that far out...sheesh.
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Gui, how does Fauci and the CDC get away with telling parents that these jabs are safe and effective when there are no long term

studies? It just blows my mind how these people lie to the public and never get called out for it.
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Lawyer Reiner Fuellmich's summary of the grand jury investigation found in this link.

ussanews.com/covid-grand-jury-court-of-public-opinion  "One of Reiner Fuellmich’s Grand Jury Lawyers Arrested and Placed in

Custody. Lawyer Virginie de Araujo-Rechhia was the French lawyer on Reiner Fuellmich’s Grand Jury team."

dailynewsbreak.org/one-of-reiner-fuellmichs-grand-jury-lawyers-arreste..
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Gui- Just a question I can't seem to Pnd an answer to. Can the vaccine side effects like spike proteins be transmitted thru bodily

fuids during sex. Meaning can a fully vaxxed person transmit some of the vaccine itself (not Covid) to other non vaxxed people?

Remember they said that you could not get Aids from a blood transfusion only thru sex. Just wondering if the boosters which are

being pushed (#4 soon) have the capability of transmitting unknowingly some of the vaccine to others. Maybe every booster is

capable of 10 or 20% transmission during sex. If bodily fuids like saliva or sneezing/kissing can transmit Covid why can't the

vaccine be distributed the same way only to a lesser degree. This way the sexually active are still getting some vaccine without

realizing it. Do you know of any studies? Just a scary thought. P.S. Same for getting some vaccine thru blood transfusions.
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Yes, Just, nuclear cardiologist Richard M. Fleming recently spoke with Mike Adams about the deception used to force the world's

population to take mRNA vaccines. Dr. Fleming provided evidence that mRNA vaccines self-replicate, turning people into endless

protein factories. There is now evidence that the genetic sequence of SARS-CoV-2 self-assembles and s elf-ampliPes by design,

bringing the genetic code into the person's DNA through reverse transcription.

This runaway process to encode spike proteins in human cells has the potential to hijack healthy gene expression for years to

come while colonizing infammatory spike proteins in blood and organs throughout life. People are literally being programmed

with genetic instructions that poison their blood and organs in perpetuity...until they get sick and die, suffering from a chronic

disease. www.brighteon.com/63deb107-e0b0-43c2-8860-0edaa10647bd

 21a86421-c3e0-461b-83c2-cfe4628dfadc.Plesusr.com/ugd/659775_de66b21b0..

 | scivisionpub.com/pdfs/covid19-rna-based-vaccines-and-the-risk-of-prion..
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We know, JUST, what people who have been harmed by “vaccines” need are psychological help and rehabilitation. Sen. Mike Lee

(R-Ut.) has introduced a bill that would allow victims of "vaccination" against the Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) to seek monetary

compensation. Known as the “Countermeasures Injury Compensation Fund Amendment Act,” the legislation would create a

COVID-19 Vaccine Commission to assess needlestick injuries and deaths and determine an appropriate payment on a

case-by-case basis. “The vaccine injury bill would change the Countermeasure Injury Compensation Act (CICP), which was

created for the purpose of compensating those who suffered injury or death due to government countermeasures, to public

health crisis,” writes Ben Bailey for National File nationalPle.com/senate-republicans-introduce-vaccine-injury-bill/  (03/13/2022)
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Yes, Arlen, the lies do not hold up in the "vaccine" trial documents and over time they become more evident. A researcher named

Albert Benavides conducted an analysis of data on the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS), which is maintained

by the CDC and the FDA. What he found is that there are hundreds of serious adverse events associated with the Wuhan

coronavirus vaccines that are being hidden from the public by these two federal agencies. COVID “vaccines” are the most

dangerous vaccines in human history. Chinese virus “vaccines” are 800 times more deadly than the smallpox vaccine, which held

the previous record. Fauci Flo's punches have already killed thousands of Americans and permanently disabled many more

stevekirsch.substack.com/.../new-vaers-analysis-reveals-hundreds  (Nov 9, 2021
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What the CDC does is spread disinformation and manage corruption. Great Game India published a report on a two-year-old boy

who died after receiving a Wuhan coronavirus "vaccine" from PPzer. The case was reported in the VAERS System, only to be later

removed by the CDC. Since only children between the ages of Pve and 11 are "cleared" to receive a shot of PPzer's Chinese virus,

Great Game India wanted to know why a two-year-old received it and asked the CDC to investigate further. the situation. Instead,

the CDC ignored the request and proceeded to remove the VAERS entry without explanation.

The two-year-old in question died almost immediately after receiving her second dose of PPzer's experimental mRNA

(messenger RNA) injection, and she developed severe reactions instantly. She ended up dead within a few days. News began to

spread and many were calling on the CDC to take action as they were supposed to act in the best interest of public health.

However, since the CDC is actually a private corporation working for Big Pharma, nothing was done and the girl's death was

quickly removed from the government database. greatgameindia.com/pPzer-clinical-trials-children
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Yes fvtomasch, Dr. Christiane Northrup on the topic of vaccine "shedding" during a recent Brighteon Conversations chat (see

below) and what she said is nothing short of disturbing. One of the "Five Doctors," as she calls them, investigating the situation,

Dr. Northrup says that thousands upon thousands of unvaccinated women, for example, are now experiencing dramatic changes

in their periods when around other people who were injected with fu shots from Wuhan.

“Something is clearly being passed on,” she explained, revealing horriPc stories about babies as young as a few months old

experiencing blood clots coming out of their vaginas after being in contact with recently “inoculated” people. “If you look at the

PPzer document from the beginning, on page 67 it actually says 'no man should impregnate a woman for seven weeks, and no

woman should become pregnant for seven weeks,' and they say right there because of 'contact with the skin' or 'sexual contact'”.

www.brighteon.com/2aaed9bc-aa22-4da2-bdf8-2b0f2059983a
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Thanks capri 6, We hope that the guilty are convicted www.bitchute.com/.../T53G0utBCt2w  INTERVIEW | ME VIRGINIE DE

ARAUJO-RECCHIA : LAWYER AT THE PARIS BAR www.francesoir.fr/opinions-entretiens/interview-me-virginie-de-araujo-..
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Dr. Jane Ruby interview with the Health Ranger that won`t make it to TV/MSM anytime… ever.

www.brighteon.com/31a221a5-13cd-4c88-951d-f89958e0c1a3
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Thank you Robert. Data from the federal Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) database already showed alarming

spikes in cardiovascular problems during the Prst two months of 2022, possibly due to fu vaccines. Wuhan coronavirus

(COVID-19). The reports showed that 11,289 combined cases of pericarditis and myocarditis were reported to VAERS after

COVID vaccinations between January 1 and February 25. This is already 47 percent of the 24,177 reports Pled in all of 2021.

Project Veritas shed light on some of the reasons for such underreporting last year when they obtained undercover video from

inside the Phoenix Indian Medical Center, a facility run by the HHS Indian Health Service program.

The video featured several medical professionals who admitted to seeing adverse reactions more often than the impression

given by the mainstream media. In addition, a 2010 report submitted to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

(HHS) Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) warned that VAERS detected "less than 1% of events side effects of

vaccines". On the problem of underreporting, the VAERS website only offers that “more serious and unexpected medical events

are more likely to be reported than minor ones” www.lifesitenews.com/news/2022-reports-of-myocarditis-after-covid-shot..

 (03/17 /2022) www.lifesitenews.com/news/watch-whistleblower-exposes-government-hospi..
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Dr Joseph Mercola: A blessing to the world! We love and appreciate you so very much.
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Absolutely criminal! I remind myself taking comfort in Scripture: “Vengeance is mine. I will repay, saith the Lord.”

✝
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...and yet, the Crimes Against Humanity continue, unabated! There are thousands of rich and infuential people, putting out videos and

writing about this covid psyops. Why aren't they all on the government's doorstep - demanding that they put an end to this evil? They

have the ways and means. Talk is cheap!
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Why? They have mastered the art of controlling the herd. Remember during January 6 there was talk of weeding the military and

only placing in the ranks those who leaned woke. I attribute their success to education. Have you ever noticed that when it

comes to trimming budget’s, education is the Prst to take a hit. Why educate, the work was being relocated overseas. If an

educated worker was needed, a foreign individual could be hired and their education was supplied by the foreign country of

origin. So why should we waste all these tax dollars on education when we can increase our salary and perk’s? Why?
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Randy, most Americans fully believe in the e3cacy and safety of vaccines because they believe that the "science" of all this

is enough to make it so, and because they trust the nation's regulatory agencies to reassure them that everything "Science" is the

safest option. Misinformation and deception are the foundation of bad science. The “science” of prescription opioid painkillers

led America down a dark corridor of addiction and death. How can so much corruption be covered up for so long? The key way

that deadly vaccines have been perpetually regarded as "safe and effective" is that Big Pharma has covered up all the insane

damage these injections have caused to the population over the past few decades.

The vaccine industry has been experimenting on children, prisoners and mental health patients for decades, and falsifying

research to make it appear that these unethical and unsafe experiments yielded results to justify "drugs" with serious side effects

and "vaccines" deadly. There is a desperate lack of real information on vaccine safety and the frequency of vaccine harm. The

mainstream media remains fully complicit in this by dismissing the legitimacy of vaccine harm and smearing anyone who dares

to question the safety of vaccines. Institutions prevent the American public from learning the truth about the harm vaccines can

cause. They protect vaccine manufacturers at a terrible cost to the people of this country, not just in dollars, but because of the

sheer volume of people affected by vaccine injuries.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Randy! This came out last night, mandates are still ongoing: Medical Tyranny is the lynch pin, per Ed Dowd on a recent Alex

Jones Infowars interview: "Economist Who Predicted Covid Tyranny Warns of Imminent Collapse | Infowars" - -

www.bitchute.com/.../Rj3iRCqe9fB7  - - these guys outline what's occurring right now, corporate tyranny, predicts collapse of the

system. Stay on for all 3 or 4 segments.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

GhPnn; Trudeau will retain his "power" until 2025. By then; all of the Canadian's money should be gone!

canadians.org/analysis/trudeau-commits-623-billion-increase-military-s..  

Gui; What we're having shoved down our throats, is not "science" - it's witchcraft!

Rreal; I can't disagree. I've essentially been warning (at least attempting to) people about these things, for a long time. Lately, I'm

seeing food prices go through the roof! In many instances, a couple of dollars from what it was previously. As this man alludes

to; also Dane Wigington, myself and others...Mad Max time is right around the corner!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy, You already know this answer: The real issue is sovereign debt, this virus theatre-show is only a distraction to cover over

the massive spending that has never been rectiPed since the last bubble burst in 2007. This one already burst late in 2019, but

few are able to see the ramiPcations. Many professionals fear their jobs and status if they speak out. If unwilling to Pnd an

alternate employment, consider those mortgage payments, student loan debt, kids in college, car loan(s), leaves mostly retirees

and those self-employed even available to speak out.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rreal; the two main agendas that are already in progress is; The Great Reset and Build Back Better! Better for whom? I already

see this society collapsing. I'll give us three more years at the most. Wait! Having just gone through the latest BS from the local

bought and paid for media...I'm going to drop that to two years! We are sinking fast!
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ros6814
Joined On 9/7/2021 9:21:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We need a brave bunch of Sheriffs to make some arrests. I don’t think I can get close enough to do a citizen’s arrest. Like many of

my peers, I’m on disability far too long from autoimmune disorders and biotoxin mold illness. Maybe that would have been

different if Fauxchi hadn’t been doing his evil my entire life . That and gov allowing Monsanto to exist.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ros; we are at a very dark time in history...I'd say the darkest. "Humanity" doesn't have much time left and I, for one, try to get the

most out of each day that I can. Total collapse is coming.
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DeadDogWorms
Joined On 5/30/2020 6:30:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A few of my friends, in there 60's and 70's got COVID-19 and experienced what they describe as a moderate fue. One who had some

breathing di3culties sat in his sauna for a few hours, went to bed and was Pne the next day. However I have several other friends and

acquaintances pass away within a month of getting a dose of the so called vaccine.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Likewise. if the vaxine is "safe and effective" and severe adverse effects rare, how come my husband and I know of 6 people who

have passed away and one who is living with Vaccine Acquired Immune dePciency (VAIDS)? Everyone we know who has been

diagnosed with covid has made a full recovery. Admittedly, only one person struggled for more than a few days, but now claims

to be feeling better than ever. Some of these individuals were in their mid-80's and 90's. As for myself, I am still going like the

energizer bunny. I have not been vaxed and not caught covid. I must be doing some things right as I have gone against much

standard advice regarding mandates. My philosophy is...

if something you are doing works, keep doing it until it quits working. I encourage those who have been vaxine-injured to contact

Homeopathy Plus!. Inquire about their recent "new arrival" homeopathic remedies for both covid and adverse vaxine reactions.

NEW ARRIVALS ▪ Novavax (NX.) - Potentised Novavax vaccine (not a vaccine replacement but may prevent or treat vaccine

injury). ▪ Spike Protein (SP-19) - Potentised spike protein. (now in additional potencies of 200C and M). ▪ Ivermectin (Iver.) -

Potentised parasite treatment (now in additional potencies of 200C and M). ▪ Immunoglobulin E (IgE) - Potentised

immunoglobulin E. ▪ Immunoglobulin G (IgG) - Potentised immunoglobulin G.

▪ Suramin (Sura.) - Drug originally formulated to treat African sleeping sickness, now potentised. ▪ Methylphenidate

hydrochloride (Methylph-h.) - Potentised Ritalin. ▪ Nagalase (Naga) - Potentised extracellular matrix-degrading enzyme. ▪
Lampona cylindrata (Lampo-cy.) - Potentised white-tailed spider. ▪ Myrmecia nigrocinta (Myr-n.) - Potentised jumping Jack ant.

OTHER RECENT ARRIVALS For information on other recent arrivals of nosodes, potentised vaccines, and tautopathic remedies

including: * Ivermectin * Omicron nosode from a single source * Omicron nosode from 3 combined sources * Cortisol * GAB
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skupe59
Joined On 5/2/2009 7:28:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The person who sat in the sauna is smart and knowledgeable to know about saunas and possibly listened to news other than

MSM. I agree with this. The other deaths came because they each got the killer dose and only listen to MSM. There are three lots

and you have to be lucky enough to get one that won't kill you instantly or shortly after the shot.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Humanity needs independent journalists like Sharyl Attkisson, who also had a great initiative to bring to light what the FDA and

CDC are hiding about the real risks of the vaccine. Investigative journalist Sharyl Attkisson is recording all known cases of

Covid-19 “vaccine” injuries and deaths in an updated list on her website.

sharylattkisson.com/2021/09/exclusive-summary-covid-19-vaccine-concern..   (03/13/2022) DHS: HERE IS A LIST OF TOP

COVID MISINFORMATION SPREADERS YOU SHOULD INVESTIGATE ASAP DHS is now going after COVID misinformation

spreaders considering them terrorist threats. Here's my list of people I think they should be investigating.

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/dhs-here-is-a-list-of-top-covid-misinformat..  (08/02/2022)
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I posted this information from Homeopathy Plus some months ago. I would be interested to know if anyone tried one of the

remedies.
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It was about 7 years ago that I discovered something I didn't know before: that some vaccines are made with aborted fetal stem cell

lines. This shocked me and I thought it couldn't be true. So I set out to prove it wasn't true. When I proved to myself that it was a hard

fact, I confronted my kids' pediatrician on this matter. I asked her, "How can you say I received all the information I needed to give

informed consent, when you knew I am a practicing Catholic and you didn't share this? She pointed at the door and shouted, "GET OUT!"

Obviously touched a big nerve with that one! This was when I realized there is a long-running gambit to set up medical apartheid. When

you learn something factual and take umbrage with it, and you are treated to a host of ad hominem attacks (You're an anti-vaxxer!

You're a conspiracy theorist! You're misinformed! You're a religious zealot!) then it becomes plain that this castle is built on sand. Truth

is a rock. Stand on it and refuse to be knocked down.
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ros6814
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My dr o3ce makes the bulk of their income on vaccine kickbacks.
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You thought our government, their media and the U.S. was loving, caring and legit?...You thought all you needed was health insurance,

were wowed by "medical advances and miracle drug ads, and the country was still Mayberry RFD? You're an adult and believed all the

popular crap on TV? You were attacked by a government created bioweapon, was told it came from a pangolin, got sick, got better and

then was scared into being bioengineered by a fake "doctor" and some totally bogus pharmaceutical companies. You succumbed to

correctness and pussied-down to peer pressure over some really absurd guidelines.

You may have even joined the Army because you thought being a murderer "for freedom" was glamorous or patriotic. You may think

bringing freedom to the world meant killing millions or pharmacare was effective given the epidemic of chronic disease we pay trillions

to Px?....I'm so sorry you let yer knickers down, died for your beliefs or remain crippled today....I can only offer my view of reality. I have

never lied to you. You're an adult and entitled to your life/death in the matrix; how's that working out? My sympathy is shallow since your

naivete contributes to our collective destruction.
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Good response and denounces the deception that the "vaccinated" are suffering, Randall. A growing group of Canadian

academics has now written a letter addressed to "the vaccinated." The writers expose the division of the vaccination state and

decry the resulting rift in society. Giving up civil liberties for a false sense of security is futile. We must not accept a descent into

medical apartheid in Canada and around the world. The letter appeals both to those who chose to get vaccinated and to those

who were coerced. Refect on the broader implications of our actions in an effort to collaborate on a constructive path forward.

Some paragraphs_ “The pharma corporations are earning billions of dollars of public money, and pushing to fast-track the

vaccines towards full approval, without due process or public discussion. It is abundantly clear that when money and politics

intertwine, science and ethics take a back seat. Maybe you once resented those who hesitated to get the vaccine, as people who

were not doing their part; but maybe it is time to consider that we have all become passengers on the same runaway train. The

meaning of “fully vaccinated” is rapidly changing as leaders demand the next booster upgrade and threaten ousting us from

public spaces if we don’t comply.

So, if you are among the “fully vaccinated” today, by tomorrow you may become one of the “insu3ciently vaccinated” and be

coerced into taking another shot. If history is any indication, this will not stop with barring admission to concerts or bars. When

you can no longer buy food, access banking, vote in person or cross a provincial border, it will be crystal clear that the same

discriminatory practices that you hope to abolish will be ever more Prmly established. The real consequences await all of us.”

www.globalresearch.ca/.../5754379  (03/23/2022)
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Thanks Gui...And watch many damaged souls return to the same system that damaged them for remediation...They say, "Ya can't

Px stupid," or maybe brainwashed too? Divided by vaccine status, created race hatred, sexual preferences, caste standing and

political a3liation; is division nonetheless which provides little hope over the clever united consolidated monopolist

psychopathic planet-wreckers in charge of all information and your lives. Happy within the herd?
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forbiddenhealing,They were TOTALLY uninformed about the jabs; and apparently did not know anyone who either had died or had

adverse reactions after getting jabbed.I do feel for them.The way the world is set up is so that people will not get the real

information that they need to protect themselves unless they dive deep and investigate for themselves.I have found that i have

become even more wary during this whole Covid debacle, do not trust much of anything or anyone, and QUESTION

EVERYTHING.Someone asked me in the past half year or so "who do you trust?" I pointed upward and said "God."It saddens me to

think that these people were so trusting to have a substance injected into their bodies that was NOT proven to be safe nor

effective.i will not put a label on them; i'll keep that name to myself as most of us here know what the name is for people who

don't think for themselves.Who follow blindly.
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Wow, nicely said and right on the money !!!! Seeds of hatred aka "narrative of hate speech" are being purposely sown by the

Criminal Medias !!!
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Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

empathy for those that have been hoodwinked into being injected with POISON - the TRUST and FAITH in the integrity of these hawkers

of lethality is saddening - the road to recovery {for those not murdered} is full of doubt - the moral of this story is that if you are standing

on a sheer cliff and a stranger shouts "JUMP!!!" - ARE YOU GOING TO JUMP ?? - THE OTHER DIRECTION {the need to obey anyone other

than yourself} OF PASSIVE HUMANITY UNDERLINES THE NEED TO MAKE PERSONAL DECISIONS THAT EMANATE FROM THE

INDIVIDUAL THAT IS AFFECTED BY THIS DECISION - MEANING think for yourself !! and don't become fodder for someone else's

delusional need to make a commodity out of you - this is EXPLOITATION - beware of devilish suggestions to JUMP IN THE LAKE or be

consumed by FIRE -this is the First Aid that every human uses to protect themselves and STAY ALIVE
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Yes, Stan, these “vaccine sick” people need psychological help and rehabilitation treatments. We have an enemy that is the deep

state that wants to subject the world population to its whims for the interests of power and money. This situation has a main

vehicle the fear of covid, which causes consequences at all levels: health, economic, political, demographic, but, above all, it

causes consequences at a psychological level. But we have the weapons that allow us to Pght deception. Faced with the fear

carried out by the media, possible responses can be given in human nature, depending on our personality and our knowledge of

reality.

To manage them, we would have to put a head to the sensation, identify it, become aware of what happens to us in order to

relativize it and calm down. We are in the know of the real science of Dr. Mercola. Humanity needs self-esteem, strengthening

with these small habits that mental and physical strength that we are going to need so much for when this deception that

unfortunately is marked. by an economic crisis where many things will be different. And we must be prepared for what is yet to

come. Information control requires critical thinking. People must make critical and responsible decisions and not as a group of

naive people or incapable of taking responsibility in the face of a reality of loss of freedoms and rights.
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Call yourself George as in Carlin and don't listen to the nonsense from the goberment (spelled like this on purpose). More people

need to study nutrition and organic food as well.
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Stan, your thought’s ring true, choice. Young individual’s having to choose to go with the group and inject or do drugs or to back

away. Our choices are formed by the teachings of family, hopefully and every individual we come in contact with to some degree.

We learn through our lifes experience’s and our natural internal chemistry, a beautiful structure that interacts with itself. Some

heed its warning’s of racing heart and other elevated body function’s to help steer us for survival. I call it the ‘gut’. Gut feeling’s

that warn us of many thing’s, some harmful, some good. As a young man I had two such occasion’s that may have saved my life.

I was living with my father and I was directed by my employer to show up at the Chesapeake Bay bridge the next day. On walking

out onto the bridge I was confronted by security who Pnally informed me that I was supposed to be, as they pointed over the rail,

down there. I looked over the side to see a giant hole in the bay with barges and cranes around it. At the bottom of this giant hole

I could see welding fashes and as I walked off I stated “daddy didn't raise no fool” My father was furious that I had quit my job;

but dropped the paper in front of me a day or so later.

The headline was the story of that giant hole caving in and killing all the welders. Gut! Another time I showed up at a building and

never went in, again my father was upset at me; but again within a day or so he dropped the paper, the building had collapsed due

to too fast and furious concrete pour that was not fully cured. killing many of the workers. We all hear the voice, it is wether we

listen that makes the difference. Other animals do it daily to survive, all animal's do it … we have just lost the skill and need to

relearn it.
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Stan - good stuff. The Devil's favorite tool - The wedge of FUDD. Fear, uncertainly, doubt, and discouragement. When the Devil

Pnds a "small Pssion" in your mind - he will start whacking away with his wedge of FUDD. When that happens, start whacking

back.  They’re Enslaving Our Minds And Driving Us Toward Destruction – Caitlin Johnstone

 caitlinjohnstone.com/2022/03/24/theyre-enslaving-our-minds-and-driving..
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Hi Stan, Need you to chose a song, like "the beat goes on" about this article today: "Moderna now has $21 billion in signed deals

for its COVID-19 vaccine in 2022" - - - Pnance.yahoo.com/m/72d65040-ae9a-3b94-9a57-9f31eb53c56f/moderna-now-h..
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I can’t believe that, with all the knowledge we now have after two fkkg YEARS, people are STILL rolling up their sleeves! Aren’t

they sick of being pushed around like that? Don’t they feel utterly STUPID and FOOLISH YET?  Can’t they see how badly they are

being taken advantage of YET? It’s just absolutely mind boggling.   PS whoever made the comment about George Carlin you are

100% correct his line of thinking was way before his time. I recently watched some of his older stuff and it’s almost SCARY how

precisely he hit it allllll on the head. Gave me goose bumps.
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First of all, let’s stop calling these jabs vaccines and call them what they really are and that’s gene therapy. Prior to Nov 2020 you could

go to the website of any company that specializes in mRNA gene therapeutics and they would have a very short list of diseases they

have successfully made gene therapeutics for. They had a disclosure statement that listed the side effects of mRNA gene therapies.

The lists were very long. They would tell you up front that there were no guarantees the mRNA gene therapies would work and that

most people would have to keep coming back for more treatments (sound familiar? BOOSTERS!).

Even worse, each follow-up treatment meant worsening side effects and less effectiveness. In most cases the gene therapies quit

working and the side effects become worse than the disease you’re getting treated for. Before they allow you to get gene therapy you

have to SIGN YOUR LIFE AWAY because it is so dangerous. All of this sounds JUST LIKE what people are experiencing with the mRNA

vaccines.

That’s because they are the SAME THING except WORSE!! There’s nothing therapeutic about programming the cells in your body to

produce spike proteins! This is criminal. The technology is great, but use it on rodents until you actually get something that works

without side effects. Moderna, for example, was 10 years old at the time of the arrival of Sars-cov-2 and they had never successfully

brought any mRNA products to the table. None of their products ever received FDA approval.
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Hey, this article just came out today (recently?), about a long list of vaxxed athletes that have died on the Peld:

www.msn.com/en-us/sports/nba/john-stockton-claims-to-have-list-of-hund..
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jamNjim; you are right!!  Yes, let's stop calling these shots vaccines because they are not those at all.They are gene therapy as Dr.

Judy Mikovits, along with Dr. Mercola, had warned us in the beginning.Truth of the matter is; they are actually kill shots if you ask

me.Being used as part of the Great Reset plan to de-populate the world.To cull the population down to only those who will obey

the elite cabal as their subjects.i apologize for seeming to be pessimistic about all of this, but after listening to what happened to

these poor uninformed people it's hard not to be.    Even 60 Minutes did a story on how big corporations are buying up all the

houses that they can; so that they can turn around and rent them out for super high rates.Leslie Stahl questioned one of the

leads of one of the corps as to how they are helping young people to get the house of their dreams; you know with the white

picket fence.His response was that they are giving it to them; they just have to rent it.Just another way for the elites (Blackrock,

Gates, Soros, etc.) to control us, their little sheep, to make sure we don't get ahead.

We all need to be in prayer about all of this; that the Lord of the Universe will save us.Bring His Light to drive out the evil, turn

their hearts toward Him.If not, then His will be done!!Let's pray that God gives each one of His followers a piece of His Heaven

here on earth.And peace that surpasses all understanding.

🙏
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Very successful references, jamNjim. The president of Bayer's Pharmaceutical Division, Stefan Oelrich, was heard to say at the

World Health Summit in November last year that "mRNA vaccines are an example of cell and gene therapy." Oelrich said Bayer

had made the leap to drive innovation in cell and gene therapies, including mRNA vaccines against the Wuhan coronavirus

(COVID-19). Two years ago, if the company asked the public whether or not they would be willing to take gene or cell therapies to
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inject into their bodies, Oelrich said there would have been a 95 percent rejection. .

www.infowars.com/posts/watch-bayer-exec-brags-mrna-shots-are-gene-ther..  (03/2022) Well-known truth-teller Dr. David

Martin told “Thrive Time Show” host Clay Clark that mRNA vaccines against the Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) are gene therapy

designed to harm people.

The data that has been published clearly in the last few days that shows that mRNA enters the genome, modiPes the genome,

and it's not something that's just this innocent little shot that creates a spike protein and gives you a fever. and you have the

symptoms of COVID and you overcome them- “This is genetic engineering and genetic modiPcation, according to the companies.

And it is, in fact, gene therapy, designed to harm humanity and make it perpetually a slave to the continual gene-editing fantasies

of psychopaths.” www.brighteon.com/7935d642-24ff-43bb-8fda-181e0da87f2e
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A researcher named Albert Benavides conducted an analysis of data on the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS),

which is maintained by the CDC and the FDA. What he found is that there are hundreds of serious adverse events associated with

the Wuhan coronavirus vaccines that are being hidden from the public by these two federal agencies. COVID “vaccines” are the

most dangerous vaccines in human history. Chinese virus “vaccines” are 800 times more deadly than the smallpox vaccine,

which held the previous record. Fauci Flo's punches have already killed thousands of Americans and permanently disabled many

more stevekirsch.substack.com/.../new-vaers-analysis-reveals-hundreds  (Nov 9, 2021)
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chilliewillie555gmail.co
Joined On 8/9/2021 3:32:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For some I feel terrible for because they were FORCED to take that garbage. But for some I have NO EMPATHY...That Dr. and Amin were

HUGE proponents of the vaccines without even looking at the data...They accepted all lies without a blink. Even if you look at ALL

vaccines not just the Covid ones you start to realize we're being poisoned from multiple sides...The information isn't hidden or just

opinions, the pharmaceuticals actually have lots of studies showing how bad OTHER vaccines have been like the HPV, Measles,

Chicken Pox etc. Instead, they went with the propaganda and probably are the cause for their families, friends and loved ones getting

the shots through peer pressure. I will NOT feel sorry for them, they were the kind to demand I lose my job, my rights and my freedoms

if I didn't get them NOW they suddenly see the light. Nah.
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ros6814
Joined On 9/7/2021 9:21:27 AM
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My cousin works for Merk . Refused to let her daughter get Gardasil . She refuses to discuss it, doesn’t want to loose her

225,000$ year salary. I’ve been on disability for years partly due to a booster shot needed for work ( in an autistic classroom no

less, the irony!)
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kmhoffva17gmail.com
Joined On 1/5/2022 11:37:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have written numerous letters to state and federal o3cials demanding they stop these mandated vaccines. Under Federal law 21U.S.

Code 360bbb-3, NO ONE CAN MANDATE ANYONE TO TAKE AN EXPERIMENTAL VACCINE! Nuremberg code 1947 which the U.S.

codiPed in 1964 - Code1: The consent of the human subject is absolutely essential for any experimental vaccine/drug. COVID test are

not test and the CDC has just admitted....the C-19 test only collects DNA. Mask are useless per article from OSHA - June 13, 2020 and

re-veriPed. No government, (Federal, State or Local), no business entities, no healthcare organizations....NO ONE can mandate anyone

to take an EXPERIMENTAL VACCINE OR COVID TEST.

Experimental vaccines are illegal, unlawful and unconstitutional and anyone or entity forcing the experimental vaccine through

coercion, threats, intimidation, termination of employment - is considered under Federal law 18 U.S. code 2331, Sec. 802 to be an ACT

OF DOMESTIC TERRORISM; A) -INVOVLVES DANGEROUS ACTS TO HUMAN LIFE; B) APPEARS TO BE INTENDED (i) TO INDIMIDATE OR

COERCE A CIVILIAN POPULATION; (ii) TO INFLUENCE THE POLICY OF A GOVERNMENT BY INTIMIDATION OR COERCION; (iii) TO USE

COERCION AND INTIMIDATION TO MAKE OTHERS YIELD TO YOUR DEMANDS!! Under 21U.S.

Code 50, 23 & 24 - Coercion is illegal.  All these entities that have forced the vaccine have VIOLATED YOUR CONSITUTIONAL RIGHTS

AND CAN BE HELD LIABLE UNDER TITLE 18 U.S.CONSTITUTUION, SECTION 242!  YOUR CAN'T SUE THE GOVERNMENT, YOU CAN'T

SUE BIG PHARMA, BUT YOU CAN SUE YOUR EMPLOYER. CLASS ACTION LAWSUIT OR INDIVIDUALLY. ALSO, YOU CAN SUE THE

PERSON WHO DEMANDED THE VAC AND THE PERSON WHO GAVE IT - IT IS CONSIDERED MALICIOUS WOUNDING AND IS A CLASS

SIX (6) FELONY. SUE FOR YOUR FAMILY AND YOUR FUTURE. THESE VAC'S ARE DEADLY AND DIBILITATING.
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rrealrose
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Absolutely! yet How's this working for you in the absence of governance? Maybe a better approach would be/is to read up on the

patent positions and other shot information Dr. David Martin has already spread among 52 state AG's (He has heard from

several) - then approach your state's AG, and learn what plans they may have. David's got a bustling website with articles posted.

Just a thought, as your current approach may account to "beating your head into a brick wall".
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Bet you get form letter reply if any
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Astonishing how on this 24th day of March 2022 over 2 years into the greatest crime ever perpetrated upon humanity not ONE

individual responsible (we know who they are) for all of this has nary a scratch of accountability enforced. Day after day, month after

month and now year after year we read of another death and or maiming tied to the experimental gene editing meds, yet not ONE

person held accountable. Sure sure some say well this is always the way it's been with "things", but WTF!
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Joined On 1/18/2021 8:16:54 AM
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Yes brodiebrock12, and how many (if any) of the perpetrators do we know who have died or been adversely affected? The law of

averages surely dictates that at least some percentage of these evil doers would suffer the same consequences, but we don’t

see any? Or is it only the animals that get jabbed, never the farmer?
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kdo7078
Joined On 10/4/2015 7:56:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for being our vigilant Truth Warrior!
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micuda
Joined On 11/12/2010 7:49:49 AM
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i HAVE HEARD OF 2 PEOPLE who died of covid and three who died of the injection within hours or a couple of days. I have experienced

muscle pain and fatigue. If I walk even 400 meters, I have to limp home. I went to my doctor who checked for rheumatism, arthritis etc,

all negative. I had told him it was the vaccine; he said it is 'possible'. I am 74 so what do I expect? I expect to function as an athlete the

way I was a year ago and for the last 60 years...
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Casimcea
Joined On 6/6/2020 2:44:45 AM
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S&W sells you a gun and you go and kill someone. Is S&W guilty or liable? NO J&J sells you a "vaccine". You as a doctor kill a patient.

Are you as a doctor guilty? (informed consent) The MSM shouts Pre in a crowded theater. Are they guilty? Coercion and blackmail is a

crime. This is just a short list of questions needed to be answered.
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Winnie1953
Joined On 4/3/2016 9:31:32 PM
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My husband couldn't come up with a work around for crossing a small American-Canadian border crossing. He received the Janssen

Lot# 207A21A on May 21, 2021. We'd later learn it was one of the "bad" lots after listening to one of many interviews with Jessica Rose.

Just before and after that time, he received two CT scans, pre- and post- his abdominal aortic aneurysm repair. Everything was Pne.

Then he left for Alaska on business. Four months later, in mid-September, he began having gastrointestinal issues. Tested negative for

COVID-19, but chose to take ivermectin and his other supplements for 5 days just in case.

Upon his return home four months after that, he was still having symptoms and tested negative for C-19 antibodies. And what we

thought was a 26 pound weight loss was actually 48 pounds. This led to lab tests, an x-ray, an ultrasound, and a CT scan, followed by a

liver biopsy. He was diagnosed with neuroendocrine tumors (NET) of the pancreas and liver in mid-January, and it later was found in his

small intestine (in the form of an obstruction), and in the lining of his abdominal cavity.

 He died this past Sunday at hospice house, surrounded by his family. NET is a rare cancer. 93% slow growing, 7% fast growing. His was

the latter. I believe it's a one in a million diagnosis. My heart sank when I looked at the military database and saw that there had been a

253% increase in neuroendocrine tumors. How is this possible for such a rare cancer? He went from diagnosis to deathbed in 9 weeks.

I'm numb. I'm sad. And I'm angry. We miss him so much.
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I’m very sorry for your loss. Sounds so inadequate.
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Winnie, I am so sorry for your loss. This is an unbelievable crime. I pray that God will help you.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ARREST, CONVICT, PROSECUTE, EXECUTE. Count 4 of the Nuremberg Tribunal: Crimes Against Humanity.
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think we need a new movement called, "Jabbed Lives Matter". Maybe then, this evilness will be exposed for what it is.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here here! 1,000 x over!!!
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Joined On 10/14/2013 2:04:33 PM
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My brother took the shots trying to do the right thing and has been sick ever since eventually being diagnosed 5 weeks after shot with

multiple myeloma. He has never been sick and was on ZERO prescription drugs. Now he’s taking so many with chemotherapy planned

next.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please, do not pass go, do not collect $200. - Go to the FLCCC website and look for recovery programs. (iRecover) Forward it to

your brother. Toxins in the shots deserve additional toxins for treatment? Give your bro an out-of-jail card!
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We were told on our last day of Marine Corps boot camp at Parris Island, SC, that we are now "trained killers". That was years ago. The

above stories of "vaccine" injuries and deaths brought me to tears.
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Yes, OTIS, vaccines are a poison against humanity and the genetic therapy of the "vaccine" against Covid will be remembered as

the greatest crime against humanity. It was thought for years, and still is by many today, that Dr. Jonas Salk, the “God” of cult

pharmacology, invented the polio vaccine, but in actuality, he really did nothing more than conduct illegal medical experiments on

mental patients, and now his whole history has come into question regarding bioethics in general. In fact, Dr. Salk had nothing to

do with the decline in mortality from infectious diseases whatsoever, including polio.

POLIO – A TRUE INVESTIGATIVE HISTORY. www.truthwiki.org/polio-a-true-investigative-history  Another such liar is Dr. Poul

Thorsen, a Danish scientist who was accused of stealing millions of dollars from the CDC and using it to cover up the dangers of

vaccines. Thorsen, as he may recall, was heavily involved in the production of a series of bogus studies that allegedly "debunked"

the now apparent link between vaccines and autism. Thorsen had previously worked for the CDC, overseeing millions of dollars

in grants that we now know were used to prop up the myth that vaccines are safe.

The CDC had long perpetuated this myth, so it was in the agency's best interest to allay public fears by generating a series of

studies to this end. DR. POUL THORSEN WHO AUTHORED FRAUDULENT STUDY 'DISPROVING' VACCINE-AUTISM CONNECTION

AND STOLE MILLIONS OF DOLLARS www.ageofautism.com/2014/04/dr-poul-thorsen-principal-investigator-on-..
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Gui, a quote from your link about a true investigative history - polio. "...for decades, polio vaccines injected into tens of millions of

people contained SV40 – – which are cancer viruses. This was admitted by a top level Merck vaccine scientist named Dr.

Maurice Hilleman." In the late 50s and early 60s my brother and I had numerous polio vaccines in high school and in the military.

At the age of 24 my brother was diagnosed with cancer and died at age 28. There never has been cancer in our family before or

after. The polio vaccine killed my brother. I am lucky since I have SV40 in my system and still somewhat healthy at 80.
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Thank you for serving our country.
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My husband, who was 71, got the PPzer vaccines in Jan and Feb, 2021. Two weeks later he started having severe join and muscle pain.

Was eventually diagnosed with PMR, polymyalgia rheumatica. He was put on Prednisone and still has to take it to keep from being in

pain. That is another dangerous drug. This was caused from the vaccines. My daughter, who was 36, also got the PPzer vaccines in

March, 2021. Shortly after she started having strange symptoms. Hair loss, shortness of breath, rapid heartbeat and a few other things.

Doctors did tests and couldn't Pnd anything until October when she was diagnosed with Graves Disease. This was brought on by the

vaccines.
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Please, do not pass go, do not collect $200. - Go to the FLCCC website and look for recovery programs. (Its called iRecover)

Forward it to your husband and your daughter. Toxins in the shots deserve even more toxins for treatment? Give your family an

out-of-jail card!
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My thyroid was removed at 30, many autoimmune issues since. I hope you have the energy and time to look into supplements

that may help. I can imagine how your lives have changed drastically, so sorry. The medical industry has done nothing for my

autoimmune issues except make them worse ( I foolishly took Enbrel for my psoriasis, complications were ignored and I was

humiliated as well. Abandon. )
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Be careful with Prednisone. My father was prescribed that drug after being diagnosed with polymyalgia. When he was later

diagnosed with pulmonary Pbrosis the lung specialist suggested prednisone contributed to his lung damage. My father had

worked in underground mining which was a major factor in his condition.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM
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Scotland is now on its 4th shot (second booster) -These so called vaccines ( gene therapies) dont work - the masks dont work either,

but our First Minister Nicola Sturgeon still insists on masks even though the rest of the UK stopped masking long ago. Power and

control and she doesn't care about the adverse effects as she has stopped counting them etc as she thinks it gives the "anti vaxxers" an

advantage!- crazy evil woman
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loumike
Joined On 6/19/2006 4:42:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Both my mother-in-law and brother-in-law got lymphoma after the third shot. My brother in law was very healthy, gym every day, ate

correctly very healthy until the shots. Mother-in-law the same until the shots. HORRIBLE EXPERIENCE. They are now struggling to Pnd

treatment that will help.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/24/2022 7:50:05 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

fszaf56
Joined On 12/20/2010 12:20:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My Dad took his Prst two shots, then got CV, then got his booster shot, and now has a rare form of skin cancer. And he rants

against those who don’t mask up at college basketball games. He use to be a pretty intelligent person, but is completely

brainwashed.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/24/2022 9:22:49 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

mdbrown7111
Joined On 3/7/2013 1:31:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The corporations responsible and the politicians should be charged for each death and injury.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/24/2022 7:36:36 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

ros6814
Joined On 9/7/2021 9:21:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And the media , taking $ to push vax in ad campaigns

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/24/2022 5:07:25 PM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

dahinton
Joined On 1/1/2008 3:18:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I personally know of 2 top-gun young military pilots that have been grounded permanently as a a result of the jab. I know others that are

facing discharge / loss of veteran benePts for refusing.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/24/2022 7:14:13 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maverick and Goose?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/24/2022 7:46:21 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

ros6814
Joined On 9/7/2021 9:21:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank them for their service. So glad my husband was retired already.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/24/2022 7:16:58 PM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

bar1064
Joined On 8/17/2021 12:23:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My Prst cousin's husband died 2 days after the shot. He also was obese and had several comorbidities. Several months later my cousin

also with comorbidities also died. My doctor had adverse reactions but gave up in frustration trying to post to VAERS. Such a scandal.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/24/2022 6:45:36 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

ros6814
Joined On 9/7/2021 9:21:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for sharing. Sorry for your family loss.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/24/2022 6:49:02 PM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

clindesbcglobal
Joined On 7/2/2008 12:46:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It must be different for different people because I got the vaccine all three shots and have had no adverse reactions at all and I am 83

years old.Maybe it is different for younger people I don't know.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/24/2022 2:25:20 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Clindesbcglobal for your contribution. Yes, it's interesting to know why there are different reactions to the vaccines. It is

said that some batches were more harmful than others, but that doesn't explains all.  So that makes me curious about your

life-style and what you eat. Maybe this can explain the difference: The spikes that are so harmful are not injected, they have to be

made by your own DNA, that is in the nucleus of cells. The nucleus is like an inner cell in a cell, as it got its own membrane.

Messenger RNA in the vaccine has to go into the nucleus to activate it to make the spikes. This is also how the virus Covid 19

makes the spikes. To protect yourself against Covid, it was advised to take zinc, and something to get the zinc into the cells, like

Quercetine, which is all kinds of food, for example in onions. There are other favonoids, that can promote zinc goes in the cell as

well. Also Hydroxychloroquine can do it. Of course you need to have enough zinc, which can be depleted by a number of reasons,

for example by glyphosate as it binds to zinc (being a chelator) or depleted by other causes like illnesses.

But with enough zinc in the cell, the mRNA struggles to get into the nucleus, and so the making of spikes is affected. So maybe

you had enough zinc and favonoids. So please tell us what you eat, so we can learn from it. And which gender you have, because

women seem to have less problems with the spikes that men.  * * * New Covid Prevention Study * * * A study in mice and

lab-grown cells Pnds sulforaphane could help prevent and treat illnesses caused by certain coronaviruses, including COVID-19.

 www.sciencedaily.com/.../220323125056.htm  Sulforaphane is in cruciferous vegetables such as broccoli, cabbage, caulifower

and kale, most in broccoli sprouts, but they must be cut it half hour before cooking to activate myrosinase into Sulforaphane or

ad mustard (powder) afterwards, or chew on raw sprouts, or take a supplement

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/24/2022 4:21:32 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

Hercster
Joined On 1/6/2021 8:14:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

5% of the different batches total caused 100 % of the deaths. Since mRNA clinical studies all failed before covid, it is my opinion

this covid situation was just a worldwide experiment for mRNA tech and perhaps graphene oxide.  I AM QUITE HAPPY TO BE IN

THE CONTROL GROUP. you got lucky m8, what about next time, the next plandemic , the next batch?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/24/2022 4:47:34 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You may want to check out howbadismybatch.com

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/24/2022 5:01:50 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You realize if you play Russian roulette, you have a 5 out of 6 chance of not dying?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/24/2022 6:15:37 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almost everyone I know got the shot, and none of them got sick at all. They all make fun of me for not getting it and for listening

to wackos. I don't care, I will never get it.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/24/2022 7:50:04 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Consider yourself lucky! Depends on your condition - possible some in the older generation do not mount as severe a response

to these shots. Also possible the shots were not uniformly loaded as the manufacturing process has known major faws. You

may have received mostly saline, as reports are wide variations among vials in 1 box or set of 5 vials. Then again, yours may

have been way diluted...humans are separating each vial into 6 shots, then diluting these down. Or you had an angel sitting on

your shoulder?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/24/2022 9:06:03 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

ros6814
Joined On 9/7/2021 9:21:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Glad you are well. I know it’s antidotal, my mom’s retirement community has 3/4 vaccinated. They were sicker longer in January

when “ omnicron “ came around. I know a dozen people here cancer recurrence , fast growing, so it wasn’t from neglect during

lockdown, only after the second shot and some took boosters too. I had problems from shedding, not vaccinated, but started

bleeding ( menopause over ten years now)when I was helping my mom’s sweetheart after he fell day after 2nd jab. He had wild

swings in blood pressure, doctors can’t Pgure it out. He wouldn’t take any of the supplements I offered.

And he lined up for the booster. My mom’s eye got droopy after 2nd jab. Her hands tremor after the booster. She tells me with a

straight face that these problems only happened since this January when she tested positive.( She refused to believe she has it

because she was vaccinated, even though she was sick for ten days. I was sick for 3 days. ) She has Stockholm syndrome I

think. Of course they watch msm endlessly. They call me a conspiracy but . But I was able to help care for him when he needed

help. Thanks for letting me ramble about my experience.
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Many here seem to be asking why/ how nothing is being done, when many seem to know the true horror of our situation, very few do

anything other than talk about it and try to reveal the evidence of these crimes against humanity. I have a couple thoughts. The 1st one

is for me the obvious, 1st world privilege, even the poorest within our societies here in the West have a privileged life compared to the

vast majority of the rest of our brothers and sisters who mainly live in absolute poverty, that the vast majority of us here in our 1st world

lives couldn't even comprehend.

Maslow pyramid. This means we are "looked after" to such a degree that to believe those that "we put in charge" to look after us would

hurt us, just can't be comprehended. We are given, free housing, free health, free education, free money. We can buy our food from our

local stores that comes from the 4 corners of the world. Our clothing is incredibly cheap. This of course comes at a much a greater

price than we pay.

We are paid off in our 1st world privilege where we look the other, the other way, for example, about the illegal wars perpetrated in our

name with our taxes paying for the military industrial complex. Hypocrisy is the glue that holds our privilege together, the hypocrisy that

"the eyes wide shut" woke would be the last to see. Chairman Mao had his cultural revolution, the youth had their little red book to

enable Mao's cultural revolution that cancelled out everything that was deemed wrong, even people.

What is the saying " when they burn books, next it is people." The little red book of the youth now, is carried by just about everyone, it is

their devices, social media is their little red book, enabling this cultural revolution, this cultural marxism, which will and is initiating the

next killing Pelds. Cognitive dissonance is bliss, belonging to the collective is bliss, materialism is the new utopia of the masses. The

woke, such irony. There is of course more to this, just saying.
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And the vax propaganda continues on almost all news outlets. We witnessed family and friends fall for the vaxes and promote this

propaganda, too. It's incredible how easily infuenced sheep are. Personally, I remove myself from the sheep.
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Prime Minister Trudeau recently warned that “there will be consequences” if federal employees do not comply with vaccine mandates.

This is a voice of tyranny that has reverberated fear and heightened agitation across the country. It has launched the nations into deep

division around mass vaccination and brought our collective recovery from this pandemic to a critical head. In fact, it forces us, as a

country, to Pnally ask: indeed, what are those consequences? What are the societal consequences of being divided along the lines of

vaccination status? What are the consequences of mandating such an insu3ciently tested medical intervention? How is this all

supposed to end well? The consequences will be dire, to be certain.

And the consequences will affect all of us, the vaccinated and the unvaccinated alike. Over the last year many of us made our decision

to accept the vaccine in good faith – doing the right thing in order to work, travel and visit the people we love. Sadly, some of us have

been pressured or coerced. And now, mounting evidence worldwide shows that these vaccines cannot stop the transmission of the

virus and variants, yet vaccination mandates continue. Meanwhile, the pharma corporations are earning billions of dollars of public

money, and pushing to fast-track the vaccines towards full approval, without due process or public discussion.

It is abundantly clear that when money and politics intertwine, science and ethics take a back seat. Maybe you once resented those

who hesitated to get the vaccine, as people who were not doing their part; but maybe it is time to consider that we have all become

passengers on the same runaway train. The meaning of “fully vaccinated” is rapidly changing as leaders demand the next booster

upgrade and threaten ousting us from public spaces if we don’t comply. So, if you are among the “fully vaccinated” today, by tomorrow

you may become one of the “insu3ciently vaccinated” and be coerced to take another shot.
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I have heart issues after having the Virus, as well as other issues. I can only imagine how bad that would be if I had gotten the vaccine.
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I got on weekly ivermectin because I had bleeding around vaccinated elderly family. In menopause over ten years. My mom’s companion

has had continued problems since his second vaccine. The next day he fell & hit his head. His blood pressure is swinging wildly, doctors

had no answer. A month later he had emergency gall bladder surgery. He needed visiting nurses all last summer into the fall. He had an

unspeciPed infection last month Hospital was vague, sent him to a nursing home for a week. . He was hallucinating and getting violent.

This man is not violent at all, not in his 85 years.  He’s doing well right now. He had omnicron variant in January. They were sick for a

week ( I was for 3 days) . My elderly mom has a droopy eye after 2nd jab & the booster gave her hand tremors.

She told me it was from the January illness even though symptoms were present for months and months . I get headache and stiff neck

and runny nose around them. I haven’t had any bleeding since I started weekly ivermectin. It does a number on my mind, hard to not

fear the shedding . And wondering if there’s graphine in it. I struggle with heavy metal overload already from mold illness. Don’t want

that. I didn’t take vax because I have autoimmune issues and biotoxin mold illness, stopped Flu shots about ten years ago. (Leaky gut

makes shots very interesting. ) the lack of transparency is insulting and causing more fear due to new mnra technology. Spike proteins

and graphine & what else?
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Ros 6814, steam a head of garlic for 15 min and eat the whole thing ( without a skin) once a day with your lunch. Do it for several

months. It will take heavy metals and other poisonous stuff out of your system.
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Sad how people get the shot mainly for “convenience” reasons such as easier to travel, work demands it, peer and government

pressure, etc. then they get severely injured. I’ve been saying from the beginning that UNFORTUNATELY that’s going to be the price we

ALL pay just for people to start seeing the real truth. These things are going to have to happen to enough people so Pnally NOBODY

WILL want this THING they want to place under our skin, only to have it ATTACK you from the inside out and possibly KILL YOU.  It’s so

hard to know that, while you don’t want these injuries to continue by any means, it’s seems proven to me now that PERSONAL TRAGEDY

is the only path to the truth.

SUCKS! And why?…. IMO it’s in in large part due to the Azzhole media …yes, they will report the injuries, but then stand there scratching

their heads as if they don’t know EXACTLY what caused it, bc the media puppeteers tell them to.  It’s absolutely disgusting but if this

keeps going on we won’t need the media to put their stamp on it, bc UNFORTUNATELY too many personal experiences will be our

teacher.
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Class war never ends. Greed is one of the major failings of humanity and it pervades every institution of our society in the West

especially. I'm chagrined that so many individuals accept the "rules" and established norms without questioning their own eventual fate.

Even now, when so much destruction is evident, they largely fail to act in collective self defense. I am not optimistic on the future of our

species because we don't learn from our mistakes to correct our course. Be well and take the less-traveled path.
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Fauci and the CDC director should be forced to sit and watch every single heartbreaking testimony.
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They would not be affected in anyway. Psychopaths would become bored with viewing it.
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Agree w you both….and by the way where is that psychotic, self-centered mad scientist Fauxchi anyway? He seems to have

crawled back under his rock. If so i hope he rots under there. ….or maybe he’s hiding out in Brandon’s basement.
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Oh, we're convinced there was criminal intent & criminal activity. We're just not convinced that those steering us to conclusions of guilt

& judgments on others are entirely honest & clean of it & complicity themselves. But only more sophisticated in their occulted
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& judgments on others are entirely honest & clean of it & complicity themselves. But only more sophisticated in their occulted

machinations & steerings & craft....tempting us from the frying pan they heated & herded us into, to the Pre they also tend to, manage &

keep.
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ric5998
Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

orwell.city had an article with a plausible explanation for the number of athletes dying during peak physical activities. speciPcally, when

exercising, the electrical voltage in the heart increases to meet the demand. The graphene oxides from the jabs are attracted to the

electrical Pelds. It's like a heater with a dimmer switch. The higher you turn it up, the more current it draws to run it. Likewise, the harder

you exercise, the more current your heart draws. And with that current comes the attraction of the most conductive material known to

man, graphene oxides. These form biocircuits with self assembling nanoparticles. The particles clump together forming blockages

inside your vasculature.
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Joeyglo
Joined On 2/17/2022 9:27:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not jabbed, not going to get jabbed. I paid attention in 2020 when it was stated there would be a jab within 6 months. WAIT! HOLD ON!!

Even I knew vaccines MUST be tested for a minimum of 10 years before approval. And I didn’t go to college. What the heck is wrong

with people?
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep. Bingo.
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Docathelake
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:23:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I know 7 men that have died of heart attack after taking the vaccine, 3 in there 40's and 2 in there 50's and 2 in there 70's, another in

their 50's with blood clots and almost died. A lady in their seventies that had a full body rash for the last year and two months and a 27

year old nurse with tachycardia and can no longer see patients and another nurse in her 40's with tremors and she can no longer see

patients either!!! Then I know one person that died with covid and he was in his 70's and had three comorbidities... Sorry I'll take my

.01% chance of death without the unknown risk that goes with being the lab rat!!!  thank you
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BicycleBoy
Joined On 6/26/2007 12:32:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I know of 2 people one suffered stroke another cancer 2 months after the jab and are denying the vaccine had anything to do with it.

They take it as a normal development that you cannot control.
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ros6814
Joined On 9/7/2021 9:21:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My mom’s elderly retirement community is having many recurrences of cancer that had been declared cured years ago. Fast

growing ones, so can’t say lack of care during lockdown is responsible.
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ros6814
Joined On 9/7/2021 9:21:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My older friends who are now getting chemo, both said Thank goodness the doctor caught it early and I’m so glad I’m fully

vaccinated. Stockholm syndrome!
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asa7088
Joined On 3/14/2017 11:43:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola Powerful Article and videos. Thanks so much for all the time and hard work you put into Pnding the truth. Something the big

pharma and agencies of the goverment dont do. If they care for the citizens those called vaccines will have never been giving the green

light so soon. A vaccine takes years to be approve. .....in a different subject your B12 chewable has been out of stock for a long time.

Are they6 coming back or not....... Thanks again
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ray65871
Joined On 6/20/2014 1:12:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Now that your dead will your insurance help protect your family. Insurance companies will say “No, you killed yourself, you should have

known better.” www.bitchute.com/.../IVT8oEZ8DuRO
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Insurance cos on our side? Yes? But for all the wrong reasons, as usual, another excuse not to pay out……money and greed - the

root of all evil.
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MarcusSpeer
Joined On 3/31/2017 5:38:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Keep up the great work Joseph!!!!
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chieromancer
Joined On 3/27/2008 6:27:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm convinced Bob Saget passed out as a side-effect of the vax, that is how he fractured his skull. We had a perfect example of that in

what happened to Heather McDonald on stage a few weeks ago.
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kara224
Joined On 2/17/2022 7:16:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am a VN Vet and started with bad medicine [agent orange],in 1969,ignorent army and soldiers, allowed this crap to be sprayed all over.I

got HIP, to Aruvedic herbal, and others ,to rid infamation in my body etc.At the VA hospital , 2020 with the Carona 19,they pushed

everyone to take the JAB, I looked into it,and decided to take the 2 shots.Though, the minute i did i had a powerful [Neo Dymium]

magnet i held on the shot spot for 20 min.For reasions [studied], and took 3-- C1000 mg. zinc,and a few different herbs.So, no reaction

from the jab chem.Grace of God...I`ll not take a booster or any other Flu crap, pushed on the people. 53 years, and i still break out with

bad rashes and itch thats on par with pain,But getting into herbs and more 53 yrs. ago, i can deal with it,though if i ever met the fools

who sprayed A.O. ,Or allowed it all over the world, I`d knock some body the funk out...
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In 1969, the people spraying were ignorant- the army was not. They knew exactly what they were doing.
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ros6814
Joined On 9/7/2021 9:21:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for serving our country. Way too many exposed to a o . Same thing repeating with the burn pits .
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. David Martin: We Are Allowing Human Organisms To Become Bioweapon Factories

rumble.com/vy9wm1-dr.-david-martin-we-are-allowing-human-organisms-to-..   They've Been Hiding This From You For Centuries |

DAVID ICKE https/.../watch  NONCOMPLIANT MOVIE BY KRISANNE HALL www.youtube.com/watch
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Max, watched an earlier one from this week, Stew Peters with Lara Logan here:

rumble.com/vy6jq3-lies-of-war-empire-of-lies-crumbling-news-outlets-de..  - this one has current thinking based on govt actions

taken in the past. Fits with yesterday's article.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many complaints, few solutions. Dr. Andrew Kaufman featured Amandha Vollmer ($23 well spent for the goods and additional for the

workshop coming up this weekend) who is an expert on DMSO. I'm still learning as there is much to know including its usefulness

against jab injury.   www.truemedicineuniversity.com/healing-with-dmso?utm_source=MASTER%20N..  Also, I haven't yet had time to

take more than a cursory look into the merit of Clif High's advocation of fullerines (C60) as a means of detoxiPcation.
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garyha_
Joined On 3/18/2022 3:40:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.fda.gov/.../download  FDA advises to tell your doctor or nurse holding the vax needle if your 5 to 11 year old child is pregnant or

breastfeeding [has a child]
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You cant make this up, but Walenski is that stupid.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Walenski is not stupid but sheer (pure) evil
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ros6814
Joined On 9/7/2021 9:21:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for that. So disturbing. Are they being that careless? Also mention that vax may not protect And only listed a few side

effects, not the 7 page list.
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garyha_
Joined On 3/18/2022 3:40:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

January 31, 2022 "booster doses of the Moderna"  Package insert for patients: No mention of reducing your fertility, altering your genes

or causing cancer www.fda.gov/.../download  https://archive.ph/0e1uR  Package insert [for doctors] mentions ====> "Carcinogenesis,

Mutagenesis, Impairment of Fertility" www.fda.gov/.../download  https://archive.ph/4IAoT
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ros6814
Joined On 9/7/2021 9:21:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks. Good Pnd. So disgusting.
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ros6814
Joined On 9/7/2021 9:21:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Got the Prst link Dr link didn’t work. Thanks for sharing. The deception is so endless.
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garyha_
Joined On 3/18/2022 3:40:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think probably the best episode of Utopia 2020 by Amazon is number 8: www.bitchute.com/.../N4kBJLjiBUjh  Youtube deleted my

comment about the 2013 original immediately: Thafnine 11 months ago Pnding out channel 4 cancelled this show was one of the

biggest tragedies of my secondary school life 1.9K Gary Ha DELETED RIGHT AWAY BY YOUTUBE, SO I POSTED INSTEAD SIMPLY ... no

truth allowed 0 seconds ago Perhaps people are disturbed by the plot, because in all the discussions about Utopia 2013 and 2020 I've

read, no one discusses that part, the idea that some elites might want to create a utopia on earth by limiting fertility with agents

included in a vaccine for a pandemic which is a real virus but a manufactured virus created for that purpose of offering the vaccine with

those extra ingredients. I will say, it is clever and if I were them, I would be tempted as the alternatives ahead could be more war, food

shortages, strife and quite a bit of misery rather than utopia
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PTAMomMaryland
Joined On 5/15/2012 10:32:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have been very intrigued by the American federal government and media political response to ivermectin vs hydroxycloroquine.....

hydroxychloroquine was mentioned more widely back in 2020 as a possible early treatment for covid19 .....with all of the corresponding

rush to denigrate it ....... but very little to nothing about ivermectin was even mentioned anywhere that I came across in American

government and media in 2020 until even through Oct/Dec 2020 and into Jan 2021 when U.S. Senate hearings were held by U.S.

Senator from Wisconsin Ron Johnson.  A young family member had never even heard the word ivermectin in December 2021 there

seemed to be such a media / government freeze out of it.

 Even though a Key West Florida doctor (3 urgent care centers) was using ivermectin from March 2020, and a Broward County Florida

doctor was using it by April 2020 and a 4-5 hospital system in Broward County Florida even gave some sort of approval for the use of it

.... Sept 2020 articles about the use of ivermectin for 6000 plus patients from March 2020 to Sept 2020 by a 3 clinic system in the

Dominican Republic right off of our shores.....  Sept/Oct 2020 Uttar Pradesh a state in India with a population of 210 million used it with

a mass rollout ....

Japan in August 2021 .... Utah apparently....   March 5, 2020 was the date when the Prst conPrmation of 3 cases of covid19 in the State

of Maryland were reported by government/media.   All of this to say, what is the deal with ivermectin?  A research doctor Dr. Hulda Clark

states in one of her books that parasites and toxins are the source of many, most? , almost all? illness and disease....  are signiPcant

proPts at risk from a broader use in the population of ivermectin ? is that why it was never mentioned ? even to denigrate it?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Denigrated. Behind the scenes, the FDA was sending out directives to hospitals delineating the only acceptable treatments,

especially if hospitals wanted compensation from Medicare/Medicaid (CMA/CMS) - don't have a good link off the top, suspected

but did not see veriPcation of this occurring until this year, in a recent Covid Secrets? interview with Dr Bryan Ardis recanting how

HCQ and Ivermectin were basically banned, doctors were threatened with their jobs and careers if they used these much less

expensive options. Also recently, parasites have been reported in the PPzer shots, a high power electron microscope not even

needed.
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dav8619
Joined On 10/17/2020 7:06:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately my company will be mandating the booster once fully approved. I have had a solid 25 year career and now 2 kids in

college; many in my company are in the same position. Criminal that companies give you no choice and I have no idea if the executives

get to opt out. I imagine they do. I’m hopeful there will be legal options for people like me (class action suits to join) but I’m not

conPdent in that either. Any ideas are welcome.
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axkershaw
Joined On 7/8/2013 3:01:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are people with technical expertise that can make veriPable vaccine certiPcates even with QR codes. In Ecuador the state

has mandated vaccines under an illegal, even in Ecuador, law. The system, like any, can be hacked and if you are willing to pay for

your freedom, you can retrieve it. I Pnd it amusing and tragic how many wage slaves think they live in a free democratic society.

Inform and warn your children so that they do not go into debt to get an education that will bind them to a corporation.

Electricians, plumbers and mechanics on average make more, have less debt and more freedom than college grads. People in

the trades can Pnd good paying work all over the world and be their own boss.
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College degrees will be useless when the SHTF.
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ker8118
Joined On 11/17/2021 4:17:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If they demand you get the jab, quit your job. Then Pgure out what to do, as you have no other choice. You do not take the jab.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Find a doctor who will attest on paper that you allergic for vaccines, and therefor cannot have the jab, show that to your boss. If

you do take the shots, which I advise against, do take ivermectin against the parasites, and zinc and quercetin, and brocolli, see

explanation in my other post today.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Forget it, the only allergy test most white coats have, is for, ready for this? for reactions to antibiotics. REALLY need to get off

your butt, and stop complaining, the job market has never been hotter!
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

dav8619- under no circumstance would i opt to resign or quit; make them Pre you thus preserving the option of litigation in your

"termination." Check out thehealthyamerican.org as well. Freedom isn't free and there are some nominal fees with this group. I

understand they have had quite a few success stories. Be prepared to press your employer to recognize and respect/uphold your

rights. If its worth keeping, it's worth Pghting for. Best wishes to you and your family.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rrealrose, I didn't say to do any test, but only to get a paper, saying you are allergic. Surely some doctors believe you without any

test, or maybe are sympathetic or anti-vaxers themselves, other doctors don't care if you allergic or not, only if you pay them

enough.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My neighbor didn't make it 48 hours after his 2nd shot. Dropped dead on the bathroom foor. Of course, the wife will not connect the two

and I was not going to argue with her.
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Galeforce
Joined On 12/29/2012 9:03:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This video of Brendan, a young healthy man in Western Australia, who had severe adverse reactions to the jab and nearly died, is very

disturbing. Here he is interviewed by Dr. John Campbell, a British nurse. https://youtu.be/_PNPV3EF9oE
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here's the elephant in the room. More people died from covid19 in 2021 than 2020. If vaccines work (are safe and effective), thwn why

aren't they working? I knew of several people who caught the more deadly alpha and beta variants in 2020 and none of them died. Fast

forward to Sept 2021 and I know of 3 people who have died from covid19 and they were all fully vaccinated. They died from Delta which

was supposed to be a much milder variant. Now fast forward to TODAY and death surrounds me. Open any news paper and read the

obituaries. If you have any old newspapers to compare it to you'll notice a 25% to 100% increase in deaths. I check the obituaries just in

case someone I know died. So far this year, 3 people I knew have died. All were fully vaccinated.

Two died from heart attacks and 1 died from stroke (that's what they guessed the cause of deaths were). I can't tell you how many

people i know that have taken medical leave of absence due to debilitating shingles, psoriasis, and even eczema after getting the jabs.

One person at work showed me a picture of his mother in law and her skin looks like a snake that is trying to shed. He said she is

completely immobilized. If she tries to bend her arms the skin on her elbows cracks open and bleeds. They are considering a nursing

home for her now after just buying a new home 2 years ago for her. This same guy just had to have 2 stints put in after getting his

booster and fu shot 6 months ago. He has never had any heart disease.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Arlen. In 2019, only 1,949,063 died from covid-19. The JABS began rolling out at the end of Dec 2020. Within 2 weeks of the

jabs being administered the death rates soared to record highs in Jan 2021! In 2021, more than 3,519,000 million people died

from covid-19. So far, in 2022, more than 659,000 have died. When you extrapolate that number for the entire year you get more

than 2,934, 622 covid-19 deaths. Tose numbers are for the entire world. The numbers for the USA are even more dramatic. In

2020, over 371K died from covid. In 2022, nearly 1/2 million people died from covid-19 in the USA! That's with more than 60% of

the population vaccinated. As of yesterday, 152,191 people have died from covid-19. That's an average of 186/day. If this average

continues we will see more than 677,000 covid-19 deaths in the USA for 2022. That's almost as many people that died in 2020

and 2021 combined! That's with most of the population vaccinated!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WORSE THAN THIS, due to crappy test process, the fu, infuenza A or B were never separated out from the 2020 and 2021

rt-PCR test. Therefore we have no idea unless protein sequencing was done so death certiPcates were accurate. Sequencing is

time consuming, bet many were not tested and veriPed.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

if you support mandates and have treated "anti vaxxers" badly and wind up like Faith Ranson or one of these others who got injured

don't you dare expect compassion from me! Serves you right you POS. This nightmare couldn't have happened without your kind. The

beloved nanny state you worship doesn't love you or care if you die. Because you've behaved so vilely a lot of us individuals don't care if

you die either. Many of us would be happy to see you drop dead.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rage against the machine… love your anger today, gave me a good laugh! Totally agree!!
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Going through paperwork, and guess what I found? I am named in a class action suit against PPzer for buying an Epi-pen

between 2015 and 2020. The suit is for federal racketeering and state anti-trust charges. Now why would I trust PPzer's

vaccine?? Can someone please tell me? I also would not trust J & J vaccine because of the nearly 40,000 lawsuits against them

from women who are now suffering cancers, infertility and other horrible female diseases because of the asbestos that lined the

talcum powder bottles. They knew it and purposely covered it up. How did J & J respond to that? By creating a subsidiary and

dumping all the lawsuits into the subsidiary and then promptly Pling bankruptcy! Why would anybody in their right mind trust

these people????? They are a bunch of criminals to the nth degree. BTW class action suits are almost always won. I look forward

to my $5 coupon any day now:)
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deanna125
Joined On 9/15/2010 2:10:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Larken Rose nailed it: www.youtube.com/watch
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johnpage
Joined On 9/24/2021 2:40:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Apparently as far as i can research the reason that there are many variations in lethality in covid jabs is that the light forces can only get

access to 75% of the vaccines to render them harmless some untouched vax get through the net and these are the ones that kill,

imagine how much worse things would be if they were left untouched i am not playing down those that have suffered but it could be

billions of times worse, we can thank our goverments and our health services for this catastrophe i know there are some health workers

who do care and try to tell all but they are silenced but then i ask myself how many millions of health workers are complicit and just

keep quiet to earn a wage.

well the time will come when all will be revealed and those that took the money for whatever reason will have to walk the walk of shame

werever that may lead but you can bet it wont be pleasent, doctors nurses drivers para medics health workers of all descritions ask

yourselves this ''is it worth it am i afraid to tell the truth'' if you are a true health worker what are you doing working for an agency that

only wants to harm people you owe them nothing but you owe humanity a lot come clean and you will be accepted into their ranks and

able to stand tall knowing you did the right thing, the truth will come out in the end thats assured what matters is were you will be

standing and by the way time is running out.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

John, shhhh, there were known manufacturing issues prior to any of these dangerous mRNA gene editing drugs being

repurposed and called a vaccine! One issue was the distribution of particles in their carrier. Most likely the root cause but there

may be others.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ice Age Eugenics and Bioelectrical Graphenation/5G War/Famine Theatre Now.Info https://electroverse.net/  What the 2016

multi-multi-$billion/trillion – projected multi-decadal UN/WEF/WHO/USG/DARPA “Cures Act“, “Moonshot Brian Act“/ “Obama Brain

Initiative(s)“ and speciPcally stated objectives of ongoing GRAPHENE OXIDE INJECTIONS – BRAIN LINK and COVID PSYOP

experiments obviously well underway ww all looks like in real time, right here, right now… right from inside the massive ww planetary

“human lab rat cage“ so to speak. Big, big global operation/business. There are lotsa folks to cull/kill… billions even… might just as well

use this “opportunity“ to do the experiments/science so maybe the globalist/mad scientist/technocrats can better advance ww mind

control technology for the global singularity (Borg/hive mind).

Like they say at DARPA advanced science medicine labs, “Never let a massive herd of expendable human cattle or lab rats go to waste.“

… just gotta trust the science on this one… there`s no conspiracy here folks… just get the damn vaccine!!!

www.bitchute.com/.../uV7e2FANWpTe  There are now over 6562 videos on GRAPHENE on BitChute… it`s really working!!!

www.bitchute.com/search/?query=graphene&kind=video&sort=new  https://thecovidblog.com/  Did Biden’s handlers just give us their

‘Pnal warning’ about the next big crisis that will be used to reset the world? Create the graphenated cyber zombies and then commence

the long planned cyber attack to reset/right size the world population.

Harari states in another video that the most important event of the 21st century was scientists developing the ability to hack into the

essence of what makes us human, our DNA, and then being able to place a control mechanism “under the skin.”

leohohmann.com/2022/03/23/did-bidens-handlers-just-give-us-their-Pnal..  <<<

www.brighteon.com/31a221a5-13cd-4c88-951d-f89958e0c1a3
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

VACCINE SCIENCE  My fear's better than your fear. My fear's better than yours. My fear's better cause you're not vaccinated. My fear's

better than yours. My cure's better than your cure. My cure's better than yours. My cure's better cause you're not vaccinated. My cure's

better than yours. ClariPcation: VACCINE SCIENCE is a popular song by an Italian/American singer known as "Tony" that has been

picked up and covered by many wannabe scientists.  It's also a zipper song - as dePned by Pete Seeger. You can zip in lots of different

words to refect different aspects of the sad reality we are facing.

eg.  My buck's better than your dollar. My bucks better than yours. My buck's better cause.. My child's better than your child. My child's

better than yours. My child's better cause yours' not vaccinated. My drug's better than your drugs... . Myvermectin's better than yours..

cause you're not. My fact's better than your facts.... My truths better than yours... cause you're not waxinated. My God's better than your

God. My faith's better than yours...

cause you're not Vaxizated. My hero's better than your hero. My hero's better than yours... cause yours' not vaccinated. My job's better

than your job. My job's better than yours... cause your not ... My jock's better than your jock. My kin's better than your ken. My kin's

better than yours.... My luck's better than your luck. My ma's better than your mom. My pa's better than your dad. you get the idea... "My

sxit's better than your sxit...." if you're not  to your health, tracy
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why should you tell me to get vaxinated. How can I possibly be a risk to you?  Didn't your vaxine work?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/24/2022 4:10:28 AM
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dmclean15
Joined On 10/17/2020 3:08:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And if you have been vaccinated, your an absolute NUT CASE ! Go blow your Horn Elsewhere ! Enough of you ! You still haven't

learned anything !
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Good_Hands
Joined On 11/18/2020 2:03:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe versatile's little ditty on vaccine science is intended as satire. He's not actually saying he's vaccinated or that he's better.

It's a spoof. A joke.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's a Prst, Versatile trolled us.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Tracy, fear is the mainstay of "vaccines." Fear-based medicine, not science-based medicine, is what the CDC and FDA push.

Western medicine has misled most Americans into believing that they will easily die from infectious diseases if they don't get all

the shots. Most natural remedies, supplements, superfoods, and herbal tinctures don't come with a list of warnings, side effects,

serious allergic reactions, adverse events, and serious injuries like vaccines dePnitely do. Vaccines carry dire warnings about

blood clots, myocarditis, anaphylaxis, neurological trauma, immune disorders, and the list goes on. How many doctors and

nurses RECOMMEND their patients to read these vaccine inserts before injection? ARE THEY AFRAID of what they will Pnd and

“discover”? An example: POLIO – A TRUE INVESTIGATIVE HISTORY www.truthwiki.org/polio-a-true-investigative-history
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lol. My fear agrees with a guy in a lab coat on TV. My fear believes in SCIENCE.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To those who might have mis-interpreted my intentions, I have expanded the song and added an explanation.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/24/2022 9:42:27 AM
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Joe_Below
Joined On 3/17/2020 11:04:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's old news vaccines are dangerous. Some people have to learn the hard way.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Joe -how do the DEAD learn ???
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Good_Hands
Joined On 11/18/2020 2:03:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stanley, the dead don't learn. But let's hope that their loved ones do.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/24/2022 4:23:24 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message
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MORE POISONS, DISEASES AND DEATHS, IN HEXAVALENT VACCINES. The great danger of single-injection combination

vaccines, with formulations that group multiple antigens for multiple diseases, has been evidenced over the years of vaccination.

Hexavalent vaccines include Infanrix Hexa, Hexyoni, Vaxelis, and Hexavac. These vaccines have been used in childhood

vaccination programs in most European countries in the last two decades. EudraVigilance is the European database of

suspected reports of adverse drug reactions. As of February 29, 2020, the database listed 24,543 long-term adverse events for

the Infanrix Hexa vaccine, many of them classiPed as serious (including more than 5,000 nervous system disorders), with the

vast majority occurring in the period of 2 months.

Combination vaccines currently given to American children include the four-component Merck ProQuad vaccine against

measles, mumps, rubella, and varicella and the Pve-in-one SanoP Pentacel vaccine against diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis,

poliomyelitis and Haemophilus infuenza type b. By 2020 it seems to apply in the US, Vaxelis is intended for babies. which

combines all Pve components, along with Merck's genetically modiPed hepatitis B vaccine Recombivax.

The inclusion of Recombivax warns of serious harm, as it uses aluminum as an adjuvant linked to serious autoimmune

conditions. The package insert for Vaxelis indicates serious harm and deaths in the trials. EudraVigilance shows 2,748 adverse

events for Hexyon; 734 adverse events for Vaxelis; and 1,622 adverse events for Hexavac. Much more data in this excellent

report from March 05, 2020, the Children's Health Advocacy website.

childrenshealthdefense.org/news/a-six-in-one-vaccine-associated-with-s..
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Joe, I would agree with you except that there is no vaccine. The dePnition of a vaccine was changed around Oct 2020 by the

WHO and the CDC in order for these mRNA gene therapies to Pt the dePnition of a vaccine.
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